In Brief
The brain spontaneously produces activity patterns. Romano et al. show that this ongoing activity in a sensory brain area reflects neuronal mechanisms that assure robust circuit functioning for the extraction of behaviorally relevant sensory information.
INTRODUCTION
In order to understand how the brain interacts with the external physical world, we should first understand its intrinsic dynamics by studying activity under conditions of minimal sensory drive (Deco et al., 2013; Ringach, 2009) . Indeed, in the absence of stimulation, sensory brain areas remain highly active. This ongoing spontaneous activity consumes most of the brain's energy budget (Tomasi et al., 2013) , and yet it has traditionally been considered as independent biophysical noise with no functional value for brain computations (Faisal et al., 2008; Shadlen and Newsome, 1998; Treisman, 1964) .
However, several studies have emphasized the complex interaction between spontaneous activity and sensory-induced neuronal responses (Deco et al., 2011; Destexhe, 2011; Harris and Thiele, 2011; Ringach, 2009) . They showed that the emergence of spontaneous activity patterns in sensory brain regions partially accounts for the across-trial variability observed in neuronal responses induced by identical sensory stimulation. Specifically, ongoing spontaneous activity can linearly sum with sensory input (Arieli et al., 1996; Azouz and Gray, 1999) , inhibit and spatiotemporally confine sensory-induced responses (Petersen et al., 2003) , or even non-linearly gate them (Luczak et al., 2013) .
Furthermore, in recent years it was shown that spontaneous activity is spatiotemporally structured at a coarse level, according to the inter-regional brain circuitry of mice (Mohajerani et al., 2013) and humans (Fox et al., 2005; Raichle et al., 2001) and to the orientation column maps in the visual cortex of anesthetized cats (Kenet et al., 2003; Tsodyks et al., 1999) . This suggests that spontaneous activity dynamically engages in coordinated network states affecting brain processing. The prevalence of spontaneous activity structure was further supported by the observation that spontaneous mean pair-wise spatiotemporal correlograms of multi-unit recordings from the ferret's primary visual cortex were only mildly modulated by sensory inputs (Fiser et al., 2004) . Moreover, the spontaneous activity structure is clearly dependent on brain state (Harris and Thiele, 2011; Luczak et al., 2009) and samples a constrained repertoire of possible neuronal responses (Luczak et al., 2009) , molded by experience (Berkes et al., 2011; Han et al., 2008; Sumbre et al., 2008) . Finally, the awake rodent neocortical and hippocampal neuronal networks spontaneously replay fragments of previous sensory experiences, probably contributing to higher cognitive processes like memory, learning, and priming (Carr et al., 2011; Han et al., 2008; Ringach, 2009) . Despite these advances, the neuronal interactions underlying the emergence of these spontaneous patterns remain largely unexplored (apart from theoretical approaches: Deco et al., 2011 Deco et al., , 2013 Goldberg et al., 2004) , and their biological significance with respect to neuronal circuits' behavioral roles is still unresolved.
In the present work, we addressed these two open questions by monitoring the spontaneous dynamics of the zebrafish larva optic tectum. The vertebrate optic tectum, analogous to the mammalian superior colliculus, contains functional sensory maps of the external world, and it is involved in spatial detection, attention, and the generation of commands for orienting motor behaviors (Krauzlis et al., 2013) . In zebrafish, the tectum is the most complex layered brain structure and is essential for visually guided prey detection and capture (Gahtan et al., 2005) . We monitored spontaneous activity by means of two-photon Ca 2+ imaging of a significant fraction ($15%) of the optic tectum with cellular resolution in intact, non-anaesthetized, non-paralyzed zebrafish larvae expressing pan-neuronally the genetically encoded calcium indicator GCaMP3 (Tian et al., 2009) . This technique enabled a systematic high-resolution description of the in vivo dynamics of large neuronal circuits (Ahrens et al., 2012; Orger et al., 2008; Sumbre et al., 2008) . We thus studied the structure of tectal spontaneous neuronal activity within the context of optic tectum's functional role in vital behaviors (Gahtan et al., 2005; Niell and Smith, 2005) .
We report that this spontaneous structure is organized in distinct neuronal assemblies of similarly tuned neurons, reproducing the tectum's retinotopic-like map even in the absence of retinal drive. Furthermore, we demonstrated an interplay of non-linear cooperative and competitive neuronal tectal dynamics suited for promoting the emergence of these spontaneous patterns. Finally, the spontaneous activity structure was associated with spontaneous tail flips, and it was particularly tuned to visual features that corresponded to larva's behavioral preferences during prey-capture assays, thus arguing for its biological relevance.
RESULTS

Visual Functional Maps of the Tectum
To study the optic tectum's spontaneous activity within the frame of the tectal role in vision processing (Gahtan et al., 2005; Krauzlis et al., 2013; Niell and Smith, 2005) , we first characterized the tectum's visually induced responses in terms of stimulus spatial localization and stimulus movement direction. For this purpose, we presented to the larva light spots at different positions in the visual field and light bars moving in each of the four cardinal directions while simultaneously recording the activity of hundreds of neurons in the dorsal sensory layers of the tectum's stratum periventriculare (SPV; 836 ± 97 neurons from both tectal hemispheres of 8 dpf larvae, 14 larvae; Figures 1A and 1B) .
In zebrafish, tectal neurons receive massive organized inputs from retinal ganglion cells (RGCs), exclusively from the contralateral eye, that synapse on the tectal neuropil creating a functional retinotopic tectal map of the contralateral visual field (Burrill and Easter, 1994; Niell and Smith, 2005) . The contralateral dorsal and ventral visual hemifields are represented in the dorso-ventral tectal axis, whereas the nasal and temporal hemifields are mapped in the rostro-caudal tectal axis. Light spots presented at different positions in the visual field evoked activations (Ca 2+induced significant relative change in fluorescence, DF/F; Supplemental Experimental Procedures; Figures 1C and S1) of distinct neuronal groups (neuronal populations that consistently responded to a given stimulus across trials). According to these visual responses, we estimated the neuronal spatial tuning curves (their receptive field along the azimuthal position; Figure 1D) . Central positions of the visual field activated rostral neuronal groups, and lateral positions activated more caudal ones, in agreement with previous studies (Niell and Smith, 2005) (Figures 1E and 1F ). To enable comparisons across experiments, we summarized the tectal activation profiles across larvae by representing neuronal topographical positions in anatomically normalized tectal coordinates. Within a given optical plane, the tectal neuroanatomy possesses two functionally relevant axes: the rostro-caudal and the medio-lateral (see traces in Figure 1B ). We therefore projected and normalized the Cartesian neuronal position coordinates on these axes (Supplemental Experimental Procedures) . We observed that the contralateral visual field azimuth was represented along the tectal rostro-caudal axis ( Figure 1G ), revealing a tectal functional retinotopic map robustly conserved across different larvae.
Direction-selective neurons in the larval zebrafish SPV tectal layer have already been reported (Gebhardt et al., 2013) , but their precise topographic arrangement is still unknown. In contrast to the functional topographic arrangement of neurons with spatial tuning ( Figure 1G ), direction-selective neurons ( Figure 2A) were scattered across the tectal network without showing any clear topographic organization (Figures 2B and 2C) .
Having systematically assessed neuronal tunings for visual object localization and movement direction, we then studied tectal spontaneous network activity within the framework of these functional roles.
Spontaneous Activation of Visual Representations
To study spontaneous activity in the tectum's sensory visual layers, we analyzed the dynamics of neuronal populations for periods of 1 hr, in the absence of sensory stimulation. Neuronal populations showed sparse basal activity, with low average neuronal activation frequencies (0.016 ± 0.015 Hz), with less than $1% of the imaged population simultaneously active. Nevertheless, we observed significant pair-wise temporal correlations ( Figure 3A ) and frequent episodes of transient synchronous activations across neuronal subsets consisting of 2%-10% of the total population ( Figure 3B ), revealing concerted spontaneous neuronal dynamics.
We then asked if the patterns of these episodic spontaneous activations resembled, with single-neuron precision, those induced by visual stimulation (Figures 1 and 2 ). For this purpose, we calculated a matching index (MI; Supplemental Experimental Procedures) expressing the moment-to-moment degree of neuronal overlap between two given activation patterns (Hilgetag et al., 2002) , in this case between spontaneous network dynamics (the spontaneous activation patterns) and the visually induced neuronal responses (i.e., neuronal groups). Significant MIs of light-spot-induced neuronal groups emerged transiently during the spontaneous activity ( Figure 3C ; 1.46 ± 1.79 episodes per min, or 0.23 ± 0.25 episodes per min for a given neuronal group) with MI levels comparable to those induced by lightspot stimulation ( Figure 3E ; mean MI of 0.23 ± 0.05 for spontaneous assemblies and 0.29 ± 0.09 for stimulations). To estimate the significance of these matches, we shuffled the neurons' spontaneous spike times. This disruption of the temporal neuronal dynamics completely suppressed the emergence of significant MIs, thus arguing for the significance of the observed spontaneous patterns that matched the visually induced responses ( Figure 3F ). Moreover, we failed to observe significant ( Figures 4A-4D ). During the 1-hr experiments, we observed the emergence of 47 ± 19 spontaneous unique assemblies with a rate of 2.4 ± 0.9 per min and comprising 25 ± 9 neurons per assembly (average ± SD; Figure 4A ). The spontaneous assemblies consisted of significantly temporally correlated neurons ( Figure 4C ), representing 80% ± 19% of the significant neuronal pair-wise correlations observed in the tectal population ( Figure 4B ). We therefore concluded that these assemblies accounted for a large fraction of the correlational structure of the entire imaged neuronal population. We quantified the assemblies' features by the implementation of several normalized dimensionless indexes that enabled us to unbiasedly compare across experiments. To infer the significance of the measured properties of the assemblies, we controlled against sets of shuffled surrogate assemblies (null models). For this purpose, we first shuffled neuronal identities by permuting the indexing of the neuronal population. Then, we built the null models by grouping neurons according to the original assemblies, but using the permuted neuronal indexing. This was repeated for 1,000 rounds, creating a null model set of mock random clusters with randomized topographies, conserving the rest of the statistics in the data (firing rates, pair-wise correlations, etc.). This allowed us to test for the significance of the original assemblies' features, with respect to the shuffled clusters.
Using this approach, we observed that spontaneous assemblies were mostly constrained to either tectal hemisphere (71% of them were significantly unilateral, laterality index > 0.74, p < 0.05, where 0 corresponds to an assembly whose neurons are equally distributed across hemispheres, and 1 indicates a completely unilateral arrangement). Moreover, 51% showed Only significant DF/F transients were considered. In black is the same distribution after neuronal interactivation interval shuffling (IAI) that destroys temporal coordination across neurons. 16% of neuronal pairs showed correlations that could not be explained by the latter distribution (r = 0.07 ± 0.06, p < 0.05). (B) Example of a raster plot of spontaneous Ca 2+ transients, revealing episodes of synchronous activations. Grayscale: DF/F amplitude. Bottom: histogram of the Ca 2+ transients. The red line marks the threshold for significant population events.
(C and D) The degree of match between spontaneous network activations and the visually induced neuronal groups quantified by the matching index (MI), ranging between 0 and 1, corresponding to null and full match, respectively. (C) Top: example of MI dynamics for matches to neuronal groups induced by 4 light spots during stimulated and spontaneous activity periods (blue and red two-headed arrows, respectively). Significant MI peaks are colored according to the angular position they represent (the stimulus position that induced the activation of the neuronal group that best matched the spontaneous activation pattern; top color bar). Non-significant matches are shown in gray. For visualization purposes, we show trials with stimulation angles in increasing order. The centroids of spontaneous assemblies were arranged in a continuous progression along the rostro-caudal tectal axis, both in pooled ( Figure 4F ) and individual experiments (top panels in Figure 4G ), and the normalized rostro-caudal neuron positions linearly predicted the normalized rostro-caudal centroid positions of the assemblies to which they belong ( Figure 4E ; r = 0.7, p < 10 À5 , explaining 49% of the variance), thus demonstrating that neighboring neurons tend to have spontaneously correlated activity. In contrast, we did not find such arrangement across opposite hemispheres ( Figures S3A and S3B ), suggesting no topographic organization according to the inter-hemispheric spontaneous correlations. These results imply that spontaneous assemblies tend to be formed by neighboring neurons of the same tectal hemisphere, often resulting in topographically compact neuronal clusters. Interestingly, light-spot-induced and spontaneous assemblies within the same hemisphere displayed comparable topographical arrangements (compare top and bottom panels in Figure 4G and Figure S3C ; light-spot-induced assemblies were defined through the previously used PCA-promax procedure).
We found that neuronal pairs with similar spatial tuning curves tended to show higher spontaneous correlations, while this was not true for direction preference similarity ( Figure 4H ). Accordingly, spontaneous assemblies had a significant bias to regroup neurons with similar spatial tuning curves, when compared to the shuffled null models (top panel in Figure 4I ; p < 10 À5 for tuning curve correlation coefficients > 0.25, not explained by the null model). We then asked if this result could be explained solely by a combination of a retinotopic map and the usually observed tendency for higher spontaneous correlations between nearby neurons (Kerr et al., 2007; Smith and Kohn, 2008) . To test this possibility, we built an additional set of null models with the additional constraint of conserving the relative pair-wise physical distances between neurons found in the original assemblies (topographical null models; Figure 4J ). This method enabled us to destroy the functional specificity of the assemblies while keeping intact their topographic compactness and the tectum's retinotopic map. Remarkably, despite the preservation of the distribution of pair-wise distances, the original assemblies still had a significant bias toward neurons with similar tunings, when compared to these null models (bottom panel in Figure 4I ). Nor could topographical null models of light-spot-induced neuronal groups completely explain the transient spontaneous emergence of spatially localized visual representations (Figure S3D) . Therefore, spontaneous assemblies do not simply derive from the coarse law of increase in pair-wise spontaneous correlations with decrease in inter-neuronal distance. On the contrary, there is a clear specificity in the composition of spontaneous neuronal assemblies such that they grouped functionally related neurons rather than exclusively neighboring ones. In agreement with these results, spontaneous correlations were related to the neuronal signal correlations (the pair-wise correlations of the mean neuronal responses to an ensemble of stimuli). But notably, noise correlations (the pair-wise correlations of trial-to-trial variability in neuronal responses) were also significantly associated with the spontaneous correlations ( Figure S4H ). This suggests that the fluctuations of neuronal responses across trials are related to the neuronal interactions represented in the spontaneous tectal assemblies. On the other hand, spontaneous assemblies were not significantly composed of similar directionselective neurons, and therefore the assemblies were not directionally tuned, when compared to null models (p > 0.05; Figures  S3E-S3G) . These results suggest that the fine local topographic structure of the tectal functional retinotopic map, but not the directional map, can be reconstructed from the dynamics of the tectal spontaneous activity.
Importantly, the similarity between population neuronal dynamics during spontaneous and visually induced activity was also supported by other methods completely independent of PCA and promax. First, multidimensional scaling (MDS), allowed for a qualitative validation of the global structure of spontaneous and induced neuronal population dynamics ( Figures S4A-S4E ). We then estimated that spontaneous neuronal assemblies explained the clusters of neurons with correlated light-spotinduced responses with only $10% error (Figures S4F and S4G; Supplemental Experimental Procedures) .
Therefore, tectal spontaneous neuronal activity is organized in dynamic assemblies mostly resembling neuronal response patterns induced by spatially localized visual stimuli. This suggests that structured tectal spontaneous activity is tightly associated with the functional role of the tectum in visual spatial detection.
Spontaneous Assemblies Do Not Reflect Retinal Inputs
To test whether the topographical organization of tectal spontaneous assemblies resulted from structured inputs arriving from the retina (the vast majority of the tectal afferents; Burrill and Easter, 1994) , we performed unilateral retinal ablations or eye enucleations 1-3 days before the experiments. Since the retina projects only to the contralateral tectum, we could perform the experiment and its control in the same larva. Both retinal-inputdeprived (RID) tecti and their control tecti displayed spontaneous assemblies in a continuous topographical arrangement along the rostro-caudal tectal axis, indicating that we could reconstruct the functional retinotopic map from the spontaneous activity, even in the absence of retinal inputs ( Figures 5A-5D ; the neuron's position linearly predicted the assembly's centroid position for both RID and control tecti, r = 0.6 and r = 0.74, respectively). Compared to normal tecti, neurons in the deprived tecti were spontaneously active at similar levels (control DF/F: 0.58 ± 0.2; deprived DF/F: 0.59 ± 0.19; p = 0.055), yet at slightly lower frequencies (control: 0.03 ± 0.04 Hz; deprived: 0.029 ± 0.03 Hz; p = 0.005) and mildly longer durations (control: 0.51 ± 0.21 s; deprived: 0.49 ± 0.24 s; p < 10 À5 ) ( Figures S6A-S6C) . Assemblies within the deprived tecti spread over similar areas (control: 0.28 ± 0.16; deprived: 0.31 ± 0.19; p = 0.67) but were less compact with respect to those found in the normal tecti (control: 0.61 ± 0.18; deprived: 0.5 ± 0.14; p < 10 À5 ) ( Figures  S6D and S6E) . This difference in compactness could be explained by shuffling $25% of the neuronal composition of normal tecti assemblies ( Figure 5E ; p < 0.01). Therefore, this indicates that spontaneous assemblies of the optic tectum (the major retino-recipient brain region in zebrafish) are not the simple outcome of correlated feed-forward inputs arriving from the retina.
Spontaneous Assemblies Represent Preferred Network States
To study the dynamic principles underlying the emergence of spontaneous assemblies, we analyzed how the spontaneous coordinated activations of the neurons within an assembly affected the activity of the assembly's neurons. For this purpose, we calculated the activation probability of neurons (i.e., the fraction of imaging frames in which the neuron was active) within a given assembly, as a function of the correlation between the instantaneous activity pattern of the tectal population and the topography of the assembly being tested (the latter correlation indicated how well the spontaneous activity at any given moment matched the spontaneous assembly being studied). The obtained activation/correlation profiles showed strong activation probabilities (''facilitations'') that sharply increased as the spontaneous activity pattern gradually resembled the topography of the tested assembly. This implies that the spontaneous neuronal assembly patterns represent network states that are ''preferred'' by the assembly neurons, since these neurons are markedly more prone to be activated when the spontaneous network activation better resembles the pattern of the assembly they belong to (up to an $40-fold increase compared to the null model; Figures 6A, 6B, and S7A) . The upper-third most-steep ''facilitations'' showed step-like activation profiles capable of producing an all-or-nothing-like effect, while the other two-thirds showed more gradual, rather linear, ''facilitations.'' This result suggests that the dynamics of assembly neurons is capable of abruptly switching from sparse weak to fully correlated activations. Interestingly, assemblies showing step-like activations were more topographically compact ( Figure S7B ; compactness index, step-like group: 0.61 ± 0.18; linear group: 0.5 ± 0.17; p < 10 À5 ), and their spatial receptive fields were better tuned than the linear ones ( Figure S7C ; average assembly normalized tuning peak of 10.1 ± 6.0 for step-like assemblies and 7.7 ± 5.0 for linear assemblies, p = 10 À5 ). Thus, this suggested that spontaneous assemblies with all-or-nothing-like activations carried more information about visual spatial representations than assemblies with linear ones.
These results imply that tectal spontaneous assemblies are stable ''preferred,'' coherently tuned network states, entrained by a non-linear synergistic interaction between assembly neurons.
Tectal Assemblies Show Biased Competitive Dynamics
To investigate the principles underlying the delineation of the compact topography of the neuronal assemblies, we tested whether the tectal assemblies are subjected to inter-assembly inhibitory competition. To this end, we simultaneously presented to one of the larva's eyes two 4 light spots (angular separation: D10 -D30 ) while monitoring neuronal activations of the contralateral tectum. We observed that simultaneous-light-spot stimuli induced neuronal responses of lower magnitude (in terms of Figure 3B , with neurons sorted according to the assemblies obtained with PCA/promax, allowing the visualization of distinct neuronal assemblies. Neurons not assigned to any assembly lie below the red line. Bottom: example of the MI dynamics for three representative spontaneous assemblies (red, green, and blue). Note that each MI peak of the same color corresponds to the activation of roughly the same group of neurons. (B) Probability of inclusion of a neuronal pair in a spontaneous assembly, as a function of their pair-wise spontaneous activity correlation coefficient, averaged across experiments (red), and for the experiment presented in (A) (blue). The same calculation for shuffled sets of surrogate assemblies (null models) is presented in black. Error bars, SD across experiments. (C) Probability density distribution of the mean pair-wise spontaneous activity correlation coefficient of neurons within each of the spontaneous assemblies (red). The same distribution for null models is presented in black. Dashed lines: the distributions' means (0.09 ± 0.06 for spontaneous assemblies and 0.01 ± 0.01 for null models; means and SD p < 10 À5 ). (D) Topographies of eight examples of spontaneous neuronal assemblies. Assembly neurons are labeled in yellow. Red asterisks: assembly centroids. 1-6: typical compact assemblies. 7-8: sparse assemblies. (E) Density plot of the normalized rostro-caudal position of each neuron against the normalized rostro-caudal centroid position of its spontaneous assemblies. Grayscale: data count. (F) Normalized topography of spontaneous assemblies across larvae (n = 23). Top: each point represents the normalized position of a neuron participating in a spontaneous assembly whose color indicates the normalized rostro-caudal centroid positions of its assemblies (color bar on top). Bottom: probability density distributions of the normalized rostro-caudal position of neurons for assemblies within the same range of colors (for ten bins of the color bar). Colored dots: the medians for each distribution curve. (G) Spontaneously emerging retinotopic-like map in one typical experiment. Spont., all the spontaneous assemblies whose centroids lay on the right (R.) and left (L.) tecti. Neurons belonging to assemblies with similar topographic centroids were similarly colored. The colors represent the average normalized rostro-caudal centroid position of their assemblies. The transparency represents the SD across centroids. Stim. L. and R.: the same representation for the light-spot-induced responses. Note the resemblance between Spont. and Stim. panels, showing a graded change in colors along the rostro-caudal axes. (H) Top: local regression of significant pair-wise spontaneous neuronal activity correlation coefficients against the pair-wise neuronal spatial tuning curve correlation coefficients (red). The same regression after randomly permuting across neurons the neuronal tuning curves (black). Bottom: same as top, but regressing against neuronal directional preference similarity (red; pair-wise dot product of direction-preference vectors) and permuting neuronal directional preferences (black). (I) Top: probability density distribution of the pooled pair-wise correlation coefficients of azimuthal tuning curves of neurons that are grouped by a spontaneous assembly (red). This distribution was normalized by dividing by the distribution resulting from null models. For comparison, we show in black the average normalized distribution for single null model runs. Note that spontaneous assemblies show a bias toward grouping neurons with highly similar tuning curves (significant bias range and median are indicated by top red line and arrowhead). Bottom: same as top, but after normalization with topographical null models. induced-responses amplitude and number of responsive neurons) than those induced by each of the two light spots presented individually ( Figure 6C ), suggesting that neuronal responses are affected by inhibitory interactions during the simultaneous stimulations. The lower-magnitude responses to the simultaneous-two-light-spot stimuli could be the result of a uniform inhibition across the whole tectal network. Alternatively, it may represent a specific competition between the neuronal groups induced by each light spot. Our results showed that simultaneous-light-spot trial responses did not represent a simple superposition of both individual-light-spot neuronal groups, but rather were biased toward one of these groups (Figures 6D  and S7D ). This suggests that the simultaneous presentation of two light spots did not induce a global uniform tectal inhibition, but instead represents competitive inhibitory interactions between the neuronal groups induced by each of the individual light spots.
To quantify this competition, we assessed the extent of the contribution of each of the two individual-light-spot neuronal representations to the explanation of the simultaneous-light-spot trial responses. To this end, we decomposed every trial response induced by a simultaneous light spot with respect to a weighted linear summation of two individual-light-spot-induced template patterns. These latter templates were estimated as the across-trial average responses to each individual light spot when presented separately (e.g., red and green bar plots in Spontaneous assemblies whose centroids lay on the normal and RID tectum are shown on the left and right panels, respectively. Data are represented as in Figure 4G . (B) Normalized topography of spontaneous assemblies for normal (top) and RID (bottom) tecti (n = 5). Data are represented as in Figure 4F . (C) Density plot of the normalized rostro-caudal position of each neuron against the normalized rostro-caudal centroid position of its spontaneous assemblies for both the normal (left) and RID tecti (middle) and for assemblies' null models (right). Grayscale: data density. (D) Regression of the data shown in (C) for the normal (green) and RID (red) tecti (mean and 95% confidence interval). The dashed black line shows the regression result for null models. (E) Relative area as a function of compactness index (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures) for spontaneous assemblies in the normal (green) and RID (red) tecti. Only significantly compact assemblies are shown (significance threshold indicated by dashed line). The black solid line outlines the region occupied by 99% of the normal tecti spontaneous assemblies with random 25% rearrangement of their neuronal composition. Spontaneous assemblies in RID tecti are not significantly different from this rearranged assembly population. Figure 6D ; see Supplemental Experimental Procedures). Thus, to analyze the relative contributions of each individual-light-spotinduced neuronal group, for each trial of simultaneous stimulation we computed an imbalance index, defined as the difference between both template weights divided by their sum. This index ranges between À1 and 1, where 0 indicates exact balanced linear summation of the individual-light-spot average responses (no inhibitory interaction between the two neuronal groups), while 1 and À1, respectively, indicate that only the most rostral or the most caudal template was enough to explain the simultaneouslight-spot trial response (winner-takes-all interactions).
We observed competitive interactions between the neuronal groups that were not compatible with a balanced linear summation. In 70% of the experiments (14 out of 20), simultaneousstimulation response trials were characterized by a neuronal group being more strongly activated (i.e., having a greater decomposition weight) than the other (examples in Figures 6E  and S7E ). To further characterize this phenomenon, we classified experiments in a data-driven manner ( Figure S7F ): (1) responses were dominated by the most rostral neuronal groups (30%); (2) dominated by the most caudal neuronal groups (20%); (3) alternating domination of either the rostral or caudal neuronal groups (20%); (4) balanced linear summation (20%) ( Figure 6F) .
These results demonstrate that the tectal functional assemblies are subjected to competition in 70% of the cases such that, when simultaneously engaged, the resulting activation pattern is biased toward one of the assemblies. We thus suggest that the spontaneous functional assemblies of the tectum are topographically delineated by this inter-assembly biased competitive dynamics.
Behavioral Correlate of the Tectum's Spontaneous Neuronal Assemblies
Since we found that spontaneous assemblies are related to the optic tectum's role in spatial vision, we thus further studied whether the assemblies' population spatial tuning reflected parameters pertinent to visually guided tectum-dependent behaviors. For this purpose, we compared the functional tuning (i.e., spatial and size tuning) of spontaneous assemblies with the larva's detection performance during prey-capture behavior.
We first studied how the larva's visual field is represented by the tectal spontaneous assemblies. For this, we estimated the receptive fields of the assemblies (the normalized sum of the spatial tuning curves of all the neurons within an assembly). To correct for uneven tectal representations of the visual field, we further divided the spontaneous assemblies' receptive fields by the average receptive field of shuffled null models, resulting in normalized assembly receptive fields independent of any potential sampling bias in the data (i.e., if a particular visual field position is represented by a considerably larger neuronal population than other positions). After this correction, we observed that spontaneous assemblies representing lateral position of the visual field had significantly narrower spatial tuning curves and showed significantly higher activation levels (AL, the overall integral of the MI) than those representing rostral positions ( Figures  7A and 7B) .
To assess this spontaneous lateral over-representation of the visual field with respect to the larva's behavior, we monitored larva behavior during prey-capture assays to evaluate their visual detection capabilities. Zebrafish larva's hunting behavior is mostly driven by vision and dependent on the tectum (Gahtan et al., 2005) . It begins by detection of the prey followed by a sequence of discrete locomotor maneuvers, some of which are uniquely performed during hunting (Bianco et al., 2011; Gahtan et al., 2005; McElligott and O'malley, 2005) . We filmed the behavior of zebrafish larvae (n = 60) in the presence of low-density paramecia using a high-speed video camera (200 Hz). We defined the instant of prey detection as the video frame preceding the onset of a prey-capture behavior. For all confirmed preycapture behaviors, we measured the zebrafish-paramecium distances and relative angles at the moment of paramecium detection. The distribution of these relative angles showed a strong bias toward lateral positions of the visual field ( Figure 7C ). Remarkably, this larva's tendency to better detect paramecia at lateral angles matched the spontaneous assemblies' over-representation of the lateral visual field ( Figure 7C ).
We then asked if there was also a parallel between the angular tuning of spontaneous assemblies and the angular size of paramecia on the larva's retina at the moment of detection. From visually induced responses, we observed that light spots of 4 induced the activation of more compact and spatially constrained assemblies than those of 8 and 12 ( Figure S5B ; compactness indexes for 4 : 0.57 ± 0.18, 8 : 0.42 ± 0.15, 12 : 0.43 ± 0.17; 4 versus 8 : p < 10 À5 , 4 versus 12 : p < 10 À5 ). Moreover, spontaneous assemblies better and more often matched neuronal groups activated by light spots of 4 compared to those induced by 8 and 12 light spots, as measured by activation density maps ( Figure S5D ; correlation between density maps of stimulated neuronal groups and their best-matching spontaneous assembly: 4 : 0.80 ± 0.13, 8 : 0.65 ± 0.18, 12 : 0.62 ± 0.19; 4 versus 8 : p < 10 À5 , 4 versus 12 : p < 10 À5 ). This was also true when we quantified this similarity by the neuron-to-neuron topographical overlap between the visually induced neuronal groups and the spontaneous assemblies' patterns (inset in Figure 7E ; as quantified by the matching index for the topographic overlap between these patterns, number of significant spontaneous MIs per stimulated neuronal group, per experiment, 4 : 0.25 ± 0.04, 8 : 0.09 ± 0.02; 12 : 0.07 ± 0.02; 4 versus 8 : p = 0.003, 4 versus 12 : p = 10 À5 ). Importantly, the significant pattern matches between spontaneous assemblies and neuronal groups induced by 4 light spots were comparable to those representing the inter-trial variability of the induced neuronal responses ( Figure 7D ). This suggests that the spontaneous assemblies were indistinguishable from the single-trial response patterns induced by 4 light spots. Remarkably, when we determined the angular size of paramecia on the larva's retina, at the moment of paramecia detection (Bianco et al., 2011; McElligott and O'malley, 2005) , we observed that larvae most frequently initiated a prey-capture behavior when paramecia were at a distance corresponding to $4 -5 on the larva's retina ( Figure 7E ).
Finally, we asked whether the spontaneous activation of a tectal assembly can be related to the generation of a behavioral output. For this purpose, we monitored spontaneous tectal A B C D E F Figure 6 . The Optic Tectum Shows Non-Linear Cooperative and Competitive Dynamics (A) Activation probability of spontaneous assembly neurons as a function of the correlation between the assembly pattern and the spontaneous tectal network activity. Average activation probability ''facilitation'' profiles for the upper-third most-steep curves (red, non-linear step-like group) and for the rest of the curves (blue, linear group). As a control, the curves for null models are presented in black. Curves, regression fits across assemblies; confidence interval, SEs.
(legend continued on next page) activities in head-restrained larvae so we could also monitor the spontaneous tail motor behaviors. Under this condition, larvae produced brief isolated episodes of tail movements (< 300 ms; 40 ± 14 episodes per hr). Remarkably, we observed that 11% of these spontaneous movement episodes (22 out of 199, 4.4 episodes per hr; n = 5) were immediately preceded by the spontaneous activation of a topographically compact tectal assembly ( Figures 7F and S7G ; compactness index = 0.74 ± 0.1). As a control, we used tectal spontaneous activations to predict the onset of tail movements of other larvae. Using this method, we found that only 0.2% of the movement episodes were preceded by compact tectal assemblies. Given the frequency of spontaneous assembly activations and tail movements, the probability of predicting 11% of the episodes by chance is in the order of 10 À20 . Notably, when the activation of a spontaneous assembly preceded a tail flip with kinematics that indicated a turning movement (14 out of 22), in 93% of the cases the assembly corresponded to the contralateral tectal hemisphere ( Figures 7F and  S7G ; 13 out of 14, 7 to each side; p = 9 3 10 À4 ). We then calculated the probability of a tail movement onset during the imaging frame i as a function of the correlation between the tectal activity pattern at frame i-1 and the patterns of all the spontaneous neuronal assemblies found. The latter correlation indicates how well the pattern of tectal activity preceding a tail flip matches the topographies of a spontaneous neuronal assembly. We observed a sharp step-like increase of this probability as the spontaneous tectal activity gradually matched the topography of a spontaneous assembly ( Figure 7G ). In summary, these results indicate a behavioral correlate of spontaneous tectal assemblies and that these assemblies are particularly tuned to relevant visual information, paralleling behavioral performance observed in a vital tectum-dependent behavior (prey-tracking).
DISCUSSION
Contemporary theories of sensory perception regard the brain not as a stimulus-driven processor, but rather as an active system with rich intrinsic dynamics that interacts with environmental sensory information and the organism's internal states (Engel et al., 2001; Fiser et al., 2004; Harris, 2005; Ringach, 2009) . Structured spontaneous brain activity in sensory brain areas is seen as a reflection of this phenomenon, and thus it should reveal features about the neuronal circuits' functional role.
We report, at the single-neuron level, that tectal spontaneous activity is significantly correlated (Figures 3A and 3B) and spatiotemporally organized in topographically compact assemblies of neurons with matching receptive fields (Figure 4) . Although it might be expected that this result could reflect the combination of functional topography and the well-known tendency of nearby neurons to show higher spontaneous correlations (Kerr et al., 2007; Smith and Kohn, 2008) , we further demonstrated that these assemblies do not simply assemble neighboring neurons, but showed significant specificity for functionally similar neurons ( Figure 4I ), resulting in coherently tuned subnetworks. Hence, these spontaneously engaging tectal assemblies are true functional neuronal assemblies.
We further assessed the neuronal interactions underlying the emergence of structured spontaneous activity. Remarkably, tectal assemblies are not necessarily driven by common retinal inputs ( Figure 5 ) and might exclusively rely on tectal recurrent connectivity (Deco et al., 2011; Ringach, 2009 ), although we cannot exclude the involvement of other brain sources. We observed all-or-nothing-like synergistic facilitation between assembly neurons, suited for their efficient and robust coordinated recruitment ( Figures 6A and 6B) . Moreover, we found evidence for lateral competitive dynamics between visually evoked neuronal groups ( Figures 6C-6E ), suggesting that biased reciprocal inhibitions between neighboring assemblies may shape their compact topography. Therefore, we expect that under weak external drive, these tectal dynamic principles will spontaneously generate structured activation patterns out of noise. This scenario is analogous to the heuristic optimization algorithm simulated annealing, where random small fluctuations drive stochastic exploration of an ''energy landscape'' (the tectum's dynamic repertoire), revealing stable system states (the neuronal assemblies). These states would represent robust neuronal circuit modes that may be dynamically recruited during sensoryinduced brain responses (Destexhe, 2011; MacLean et al., 2005; Ringach, 2009) (D) Probability density distributions of the significant (red) and non-significant (black) MIs between spontaneous assembly patterns and the 4 -light-spot average response patterns, Z scored with respect to the MIs across the corresponding stimulation trials. Confidence intervals: jackknife procedure. 89% of the significant MIs between stimulated groups and spontaneous assemblies lay between Z score values of À2 and 2, suggesting match levels comparable to the ones obtained across trials of the concerned light-spot stimulations.
(legend continued on next page) (Marre et al., 2009) . This points to spontaneous assemblies as an unavoidable consequence of the optic tectum's functional role.
In the same line, spontaneous assemblies matched visual representations corresponding to angular sizes (4 ) found to initiate a prey-capture behavior (Bianco et al., 2011; McElligott and O'malley, 2005) (Figures 7D and 7E) . This could reflect the tectum's functional strategy for reducing the high dimensionality of the external world by the formation of tectal functional subnetworks, whose visual resolving capability is suited to extract information of vital importance to the organism. Indeed, the tectum is involved in behaviors that require the visual detection of small objects by means of an identified neuronal circuit capable of filtering large visual stimuli, making it most responsive to 4 stimuli (Del Bene et al., 2010) . The filtered visual inputs would favor the tectal representation for angular sizes of 4 through experience-dependent plasticity, explaining their preponderance in spontaneous activity. In the same line, the population of spontaneous tectal assemblies showed an over-representation for lateral regions of the visual field ( Figure 7B) , which matched the observed behavioral tendency in visual detection performance ( Figure 7C ). These observations suggest that the structure of the tectal spontaneous activity showed features also observed at the behavioral level, stressing its biological significance. Furthermore, we showed that the activation of a spontaneous tectal assembly significantly increased the probability of a subsequent spontaneous tail movement ( Figure 7G) , demonstrating a behavioral correlate of patterned spontaneous activity in a sensory brain region. Spontaneous behaviors were preceded by compact tectal assemblies in only 11% of the cases. We thus interpret these events as a reflection of the tectal functional connectivity adapted for robust visual detection of biologically relevant features and the generation of orienting motor commands.
Neuronal clusters showing spontaneously correlated activity do not necessarily imply neuronal interconnectivity, but could reflect functional processing modules (Harris, 2005) . Our results indicate that tectal spontaneous spatiotemporal activity patterns represent robust ''preferred'' network states compatible with tectal functional principles, adapted for robust visual detection, associated in some cases with orienting motor behaviors. This suggests that structured tectal spontaneous activity emerges from neuronal mechanisms suited for the tectum's role in vital behaviors such as prey tracking in low-contrast, crowded, cluttered natural environments.
Alternatively to this scenario, the compact neuronal assemblies could represent active top-down cognitive process (Engel et al., 2001; Ringach, 2009 ) (e.g., spatial attention or expectations), while the sparse ones may reflect global network modulations induced by the cholinergic or serotonergic systems.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Animals
Experiments were performed in 8 days post-fertilization (dpf) larvae of a transgenic Huc:GCaMP3 Nacre line. All experiments were approved by Le Comite´d'E´thique pour l'Expe´rimentation Animale Charles Darwin (Ce5/ 2009/027).
In Vivo Calcium Imaging Larvae were restrained in 1.8% low-melting agarose and placed within a cylindrical chamber filled with E3 embryo medium ( Figure 1A) . Calcium dynamics were monitored using a custom-built two-photon microscope with a 253 NA1.05 objective and a Ti:sapphire laser tuned at 920 nm. Scanning was performed at 3.91 Hz on $200 mm 3 200 mm optic tectum planes at different depths. When simultaneously monitoring behavior, we filmed tail movements of head-restrained larva illuminated with an 820 nm LED, using a mini microscope connected to a high-speed camera (200 Hz) with a FF01-842 Semrock short-pass filter. For synchronization of video recordings, visual stimuli, and two-photon imaging, we used a I/O TTL board.
Visual Stimulation
Visual stimuli covered a field of view of $90 3 90 . Light-bar stimuli were 4 wide and moved in the four cardinal directions at 45 /s. Light spots lasted for 1 s. They were presented at 19 different positions, from À45 to 45 in steps of 5 . We performed four trials for each stimulation, and the inter-trial time interval was 7 s. Stimulation order was randomized.
Analysis of Neuronal Visual Responses
For each stimulation, we averaged across trials the neuronal responses within a 2 s time window after the trial onsets and only considered neurons that responded in at least 50% of the trials. Neuronal spatial tuning curves were estimated by the normalized sum of 10 -wide Gaussian curves centered at the 4light-spot azimuthal positions. Neuronal direction selectivity was the difference of the average neuronal responses to bars moving in opposite cardinal directions, divided by their sum. The direction selectivity vector of each neuron was the vectorial sum of their up-down and left-right selectivities.
Detection of Neuronal Assemblies
The method and its benchmarking are explained in detail in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures. Briefly, we first reduced the dimensionality of the neuronal network activity using principal component analysis (PCA) by only keeping principal components (PCs) with significant eigenvalues (Peyrache et al., 2010) . To determine the neuronal composition of the assemblies, we worked on a space of obliquely rotated components (Lopes-dos-Santos et al., 2011) , which tended to group the PC loadings along non-perpendicular rotated PCs (rPCs). Neurons were assigned to a given assembly defined by a rPC if their loadings on that rPC exceeded a data-driven threshold value.
(E) Histogram of the angular size of the prey (paramecia) on the larva's retina at the moment of detection. Note the peak around $4 -5 . Inset: the number of spontaneous assemblies that significantly matched (as measured by MI) neuronal groups induced by light spots of 4 (red), 8 (green), and 12 (blue) per stimulated neuronal group, per experiment. The number of significant matches to spontaneous assemblies' topographical null models are shown in black. Note the better match for 4 light spots with respect to the larger light spots. (F) Two examples of spontaneous activation of a topographically compact tectal assembly before a spontaneous tail movement. Bottom to top: tail angle trace (zero, a straight tail; positive, left bends; negative, right bends), histogram of the spontaneously active tectal neurons (green line, threshold for significant population events; red dotted line, tail-flip onset), raster plot of spontaneous activations of tectal neurons active before the movement's onset (red dotted line, tailflip onset), and topography of the spontaneously activated assembly. Time is relative to tail-flip onset. Note that neurons activated immediately before movement onset are located in the tectal hemisphere contralateral to the initial tail movement direction. (G) Probability of a tail movement onset as a function of the correlation between all the assembly patterns and the spontaneous tectal network activity for the imaging frame preceding movement onset (red dots, raw data; green curve, regression fit). Black dots and curve: same calculation for randomized assemblies (null models). Dashed blue line: average probability of a movement onset at any given imaging frame. Top, typical experiment; bottom, pooled experiments (n = 5).
Matching Index
The MI quantifies the proportion of neuronal activations that are common to two given network activation patterns, with respect to the total number of activations present in both patterns. It is defined as
where both Pat i and Pat j are binary network activation patterns (binary vectors representing the imaged neuronal population, with ones indicating active neurons and zeros for the silent ones). 
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